
 
 

January 29, 2003 
 
 
The Honorable Harvey L. Pitt 
Chairman 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
450 Fifth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20549 
 
 Re: January 24, 2003 Letter
 
Dear Harvey: 
 
 We are in receipt of your letter of January 24, 2003, regarding payment for order flow (PFOF) 
and internalization in the options markets.  Although CBOE intends to provide a detailed response to your 
letter shortly, we applaud the Commission’s addressing these issues and convey our hope that the SEC 
takes quick and decisive action to prohibit all forms of PFOF and to address internalization rules and 
practices in the options markets.  
 

Since January 2000, CBOE has expressed to the Commission on numerous occasions its 
dissatisfaction with PFOF and has urged the Commission to prohibit PFOF in the options markets.  As 
does the Commission, the CBOE recognizes the serious conflicts of interest created by PFOF that can 
compromise a broker’s fiduciary obligation to achieve best execution of its customers’ orders.   For this 
reason, we believe that the Commission should put an immediate halt to this controversial practice. 
 
 We note that the focus of your letter appears to be on “exchange-sponsored” PFOF programs (as 
opposed to all PFOF).  CBOE cannot emphasize strongly enough the need to address the whole issue. If 
the Commission banned only “exchange-sponsored” PFOF plans today there may continue to be just as 
much PFOF operating tomorrow as “non-exchange sponsored” PFOF.  The conflict of interest concerns 
are the same regardless of whether the plan is “exchange-sponsored” or otherwise.  
 

The reason “exchange-sponsored” PFOF plans came into existence in the first place was to 
counter the pervasive “non-exchange sponsored” payments from specialists on those exchanges primarily 
characterized by trading crowds consisting of specialist organizations and relatively few market makers. 
Banning “exchange-sponsored” payment while allowing “non-exchange sponsored” payment to flourish 
does not address the conflict of issue problem. Furthermore, it puts those exchanges whose liquidity is 
provided in substantial part by large numbers of market makers at a tremendous competitive disadvantage 
to those exchanges where liquidity is provided by crowds consisting of fewer market makers and a 
specialist that would presumably continue to provide “non-exchange sponsored” PFOF. Accordingly, 
CBOE calls upon the Commission to ban PFOF of all types on all options markets. 
 
 We are encouraged by your recent letter and hope that it presages strong action by the SEC to 
prohibit PFOF and address internalization practices in the options markets.  We would be happy to 
discuss these issues with you further. 
 
       Sincerely, 
 
 
        


